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https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com
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https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/TYZWby4a8F8P/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ibOCMfujVpAf/
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https://www.bitchute.com/channel/9aWNnBWV7sRr/
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https://yahstruck.com/
We’d like to welcome you to our site YAH STRUCK, where we are introducing the YAH STRUCK series of books.
Though they are fictional, they are based on Child Trafficking as well as real events that have happened, though they
are disguised. The books have a supernatural aspect to them with the help and strong presence of our Heavenly
Father and Creator YAH and a group of Covenant family members destined to take on the sheer evil itself – in all its
forms. You will also find blogs and merchandise to help support us as we promote the Name and Authority of Yahuah in
this world.
In the fashion of all Hebrew words YAH-STRUCK has two sides. Yahuah can strike us in Righteous Vengeance, or to
wake us up and get us to turn back around to Him or the best, for us to be YAH-STRUCK in amazement of Loyal
Love, kindness and sheer brilliance.
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In 2017 we created a
series called “Another
Brick in the Wall”.
The PDF’s were/are
located on our website
but we only presented
the webinar studies
live to a small group of
Covenant Family
Members since the
topics, even then,
sounded conspiratorial
and quite outlandish.
In 2021 we now have a
good deal of proof
that we needed on
some accounts and the
motivation has become
crystal clear as to why
this evil is happening.
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We also did not publish this on our main video channels for
safety reasons and to make sure our channels were not taken
down. Now the studies can be presented with the added
information and we hope you will prayerfully consider the
YAH-Mazing situation we find ourselves in today.

As always, anything written in comic sans font, we inserted in
articles as corrections or are our narration.
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So far we have learned that to successfully use coercion, lo-shema and our
captors, (and make no mistake this world has been captured) need to:
 Know as much about us as possible- to tailor the technique they will use.
 Create a debility.
 Create a dependency upon captors, including basis needs, emotional support,
direction.
 Create dread.
 Create anxiety and fear.
 Create guilt feelings- easiest way to get compliance
 The captor becomes the sole provider of satisfaction and punishment
becoming a parental figure.
 Create internal struggles for the captive.
 Create insomnia
 Isolate the captive
 Create confusion
 Create a mindset of resignation-unable to meet new, challenging and
1/29/2022
complex situations.
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LO-SHEMA’S

July 1963
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Deprivation can be achieved on several levels.
Most think of sleep deprivation and how
devastating that is to our health. Deprivation
is being cut off from our very foundations if
possible.
Yahuah knows this and that is why He is
throwing the evil into the outer darkness.
Void of any sensory stimulation- suspended
but not dead. A place devoid of Yahuah. It is
terrifying. We have never experienced that.
He is everywhere. We can ignore Him but He
is still there. So why would it be that
humanity is led to “empty the mind” or
submerge into nothingness like it is a good
thing yet is also a torture technique?

Sept 1957
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https://www.truthforhealth.org/

Let us shuck some more corn and heed some warnings. If we were not surrounded
by Yahuah’s light- it would be a very terrifying place.
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That is very interesting. As if turning
the well-adjusted into neurotic,
psychotic (hypochondriac) could be an
end goal. Easier to manipulate. The
love of inanimate objects-perceiving
they are alive- robots, AI, new idols,
new tech. Social media bots. Must
guard the children.
1/29/2022
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Letter to the Editor
Two more little angels taken by
the jabs, just 12 minutes from
where I live on the Gold Coast. Bet
you won’t hear about this on the
5:30 – 6pm news!
Below is the gist of the story:

Extract from what looks like a
tweet by Krystle Lee Candy:
“This is so crazy I actually know
this person she’s a very lovely
lady and her 2 babies passed
away. I am so sorry hun and I am
here for u if u need me”.

1/29/2022
https://cairnsnews.org/2022/01/28/two-little-girls-dead-after-jab-on-gold-coast/
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https://www.truthforhealth.org/
https://fredbrownbill.wordpress.com/2021/12/16/bidens-bounty-onyour-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid-19/
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I WOULD SAY THIS IS
FALSE ADVERTISING.
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Despite its long history of alleged use in torture, sensory deprivation in
a different form has become both treatment and fad. It is now being
studied by medical and neural scientists for its potential benefits under
the term flotation restricted environmental stimulation therapy (REST).

After a shower and informational briefing, you
will insert ear plugs and enter a chamber filled
with 1 foot of Epsom salt-saturated water. The
salt content of the water increases its density
and ensures that you will be able to float
without any effort – many people even fall
asleep during the 1 hour floating session
without any issues in buoyancy. The chamber
is long and wide enough to accommodate an
adult floating on their back, but narrow enough
so that you can reach out and touch each side.
Once the chamber door is closed, you are left
in complete darkness and silence.

https://neuwritesd.org/2018/11/08/did-you-see-that-the-mysteries-of-sensory1/29/2022
deprivation/
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Clean, filtered air enters the chamber so you can breathe comfortably, but it is devoid of odors. You will
have already removed all clothing and jewelry so that the only thing touching your skin is the salty
water, warmed to your external skin temperature. During the float, you are in complete control. The
experience can be stopped at any time, although a majority of floaters do not exercise that option. Now
that you are in the tank, simply relax, quiet your mind for one hour, and… float.

While it seems that the consensus on
floating is of positive physical and mental
health effects, one phenomenon often
overlooked in flotation REST research is the
propensity for multisensory hallucinations
within the one hour floating session. Visual
experiences are most common, followed by
auditory and somatosensory events.
Norlander, Kjellgren & Archer [1] actually
attempt to quantify these experiences in the
laboratory setting through detailed
questionnaires for study participants before
and after a session of flotation REST.
Approximately 75% of the participants
reported the feeling of their body
disappearing. 64% reported seeing images.
35% heard noises in the complete silence,
and 75% of the participants compared their
1/29/2022
physical experiences to flying.
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While these numbers are astounding, the
most interesting reported data from the
group includes what these participants
were seeing and hearing. Common visual
hallucinations include flashes of lights or
colors, often called phosphenes. However,
in some individuals, full visual scenes
become clear. For example, one participant
reports seeing “horses and a woman that
fell off and hit her head.” Five subjects
reported meeting “strange beings” – one
participant in particular met and received
advice from an older wizard-type figure
named Araknion. Six heard inner voices of
strangers or family members, and many
felt themselves become one with the
universe. Perhaps most strangely, four
participants relayed the experience of
being born, in which they were initially in a
dark, constricted space and were delivered
into the light, some even with the bonus
experience of breastfeeding.
1/29/2022
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Flotation REST in a sensory deprivation
tank provides a truly unique experience
tohttps://www.truthforhealth.org/
unplug from the typical stresses of
daily life and encounter your mind in the
absence of sensory input. While this
environment can be confusing to the
brain, our sensory processing machine,
the relaxation benefits advocated by
experienced floaters appear
unparalleled.
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That’s not far from the truth.

https://www.inverse.com/article/19297-sensory-deprivation-science-in-stranger-things
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In 1973 parapsychology got a vote of
confidence from the United States
government by proxy of a $52,000 grant
from the National Institute of Mental Health
— the first grant awarded for
parapsychological research that eventually
went to the Maimonides Medical Center’s
Division of Parapsychology and
Psychophysics. Based in Brooklyn, the
objective was (as then-senior research
associate Charles Honorton told The New
York Times at the time) to conduct
experiments to prove the existence of ESP.
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WELCOME TO THE META VERSE
https://www.truthforhealth.org/
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They have conditioned us to cover our nose and mouths. Now they want to
cover our ears and eyes.
Those with ears to hear and eyes to see takes on a new meaning.
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Metaverse: Ready Player One Becomes Reality
https://www.bitchute.com/video/vvrIpuN6wLPg/
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After learning a bit
of the deprivation
technique “they” are
using, it is now time
to refresh ourselves
in the Yah-mazing
word of Yahuah
from Kepa or Peter
with strength, joy
and encouragement.

1/29/2022
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2Pe 2:1 But there also came to be false prophets among the people, as also
among you there shall be false teachers, who shall secretly bring in
destructive heresies, and deny the Master who bought them, bringing swift
destruction on themselves. 2:2 And many shall follow their destructive
ways, because of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of,

Yahusha Son of Yahuah
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2Pe 2:3 and in greed, with fabricated words, they shall use you for gain. From
of old their judgment does not linger, and their destruction does not slumber.
2:4 For if Eternal did not spare the messengers who sinned, but sent them to
Tartaros, and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be kept for judgment,
2:5 and did not spare the world of old, but preserved Noaḥ, a proclaimer of

righteousness, and seven others, bringing in the flood on the world of
the wicked, 2:6 and having reduced to ashes the cities of Seḏom and
Amorah condemned them to destruction – having made them an
example to those who afterward would live wickedly, 2:7 and rescued
righteous Lot, who was oppressed with the indecent behaviour of the
lawless 2:8 (for day after day that righteous man, dwelling among
them, tortured his righteous being by seeing and hearing their
lawlessworks), 2:9 then יהוהknows how to rescue the reverent ones
from trial and to keep the unrighteous unto the day of judgment, to be
punished, 2:10 and most of all those walking
after the
flesh in filthy lust and despising authority –
bold, headstrong, speaking evil of esteemed
ones,
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2Pe 2:11 whereas messengers who are greater in strength and power do not
bring a slanderous accusation against them before the Master. 2:12 But these,
like natural unreasoning beasts, having been born to be caught and destroyed,
blaspheme that which they do not know, shall be destroyed in their destruction,
2:13 being about to receive the wages of unrighteousness, deeming indulgence
in the day of pleasure, spots and blemishes, reveling in their own deceptions
while they feast with you, 2:14 having eyes filled with an adulteress, and unable
to cease from sin, enticing unstable beings, having a heart trained in greed,
children of a curse,
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2Pe 2:15 having left the right way they went astray, having followed the way of 39
Bilʽam the son of Beʽor, who loved the wages of unrighteousness, 2:16 but he
was rebuked for his transgression: a dumb donkey speaking with the voice of a
man restrained the madness of the prophet. 2:17 These are fountains without
water, clouds driven by a storm, to whom the blackest darkness is kept forever.
2:18 For speaking arrogant nonsense, they entice – through the lusts of the flesh,
through indecencies –
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2Pe 2:18b the ones who have indeed escaped from those living in delusion, 2:19
promising them freedom, though themselves being slaves of corruption – for one
is a slave to whatever overcomes him. 2:20 For if, after they have escaped the
defilements of the world through the knowledge of the Master and Saviour יהושע
Messiah, they are again entangled in them and overcome, the latter end is worse
for them than the first. 2:21 For it would have been better for them not to have
known the way of righteousness, than having known it, to turn from the set-apart
instructions delivered unto them. 2Pe 2:22 For them the proverb has proved true,
“A dog returns to his own vomit,” and, “A washed sow returns to her rolling in the
mud.”
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We are responsible to act upon what we
know. IF opportunity arises where someone is
OPEN to hearing the truth, we must be
ready with information, given in love,
patience and compassion. Yahuah shines the
brightest to those in darkness. Once we know
Him, it’s a constant protecting comforting
and warm glow that colors our world.
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Yahuah is obviously aware of all evil we
have yet to learn about. He watches all
to see how each will respond. The
Covenant Children and the ones meant
for destruction and those that fall
through the cracks being lukewarm. We
are protected for eternity with loyal
love if we stay the course.
Let us be broadminded in
identifying the Influencer and the
army of deceivers and all the
techniques. Do not give them
access or permission to dwell
anywhere near you or have any
authority over your life. No matter
the cost here on Earth. If it does
not look right, it probably isn’t. Be
grateful you can spot it. Do not
consent! No Fear! Do not comply!
Shalom! It has been a blessing to
1/29/2022
share with you!.
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 Yahuah is allowing this to happen now for a reason
 Lo-shema a title we gave the enemy meaning “no name or authority” is the
dragon and head of this resistance to Yahuah
 The timing was perfect due to the unrest of society that has been propagated
by lo-shema to lead a coup against the world
 The Evil WHO’s in Whosville have Narcissistic and Psychopathic tendencies
in common
 Yahuah WINS
 We never give our consent to anything or anyone except Yahuah, His word
and His Torah guidance.
 The Evil ones will never stop until they are put down by Yahuah Himself.
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Professor of clinical psychology at Ghent University Mattias Desmet. He
holds a masters degree in statistic.
Four things need to be in place if you want a large-scale mass phenomenon to emerge. (1)
socially isolated people, people who experience a lack of social bond.
(2) a lot of people who experience a lack of sense-making in life.
(3) a lot of free-floating anxiety,
(4) a lot of free-floating psychological discontent—meaning anxiety and discontent that is
not connected to specific representations.

It needs to be in the mind without people being able to connect it to something. If you have
these four things... then society is highly at risk for the emergence of mass
phenomena, and these four conditions existed shortly before the corona crisis."
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We have learned that to successfully use coercion, lo-shema and our captors,
(and make no mistake this world has been captured) need to:
 Know as much about us as possible- to tailor the technique they will use.
 Create a debility.
 Create a dependency upon captors, including basis needs, emotional support,
direction.
 Create dread.
 Create anxiety and fear.
 Create guilt feelings- easiest way to get compliance
 The captor becomes the sole provider of satisfaction and punishment
becoming a parental figure.
 Create internal struggles for the captive.
 Create insomnia
 Isolate the captive
 Create confusion
 Create a mindset of resignation-unable to meet new, challenging and
1/29/2022
complex situations.
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 Detain us and separate us from our families and our life style
 Isolate us from all that is familiar
 Restrict our movements and become dependent on others for existence
 Deprivation of senses
 Causes attachment to inflictors and anxiety
 Perceiving inanimate objects as being alive
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